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SYNOPSIS A new approach to predict the time dependent behaviour of plate anchors using consti
tutive laws for cohesive soils has been developed. The proposed stress-strain-time relationship is 
based on a nonlinear Kelvin model having a strain-softening spring and a time hardening dash pot. 
The constitutive relationship consists of four interdependent rheological parameters which have been 
obtained by laboratory triaxial tests under constant deviator stress conditions. The stress-strain
time relationship is incorporated in the analysis for load-time-displacement of anchors. Time 
displacement data obtained from model tests has been compared with the predicted time-displacement 
data.

INTRODUCTION

In case of anchors embedded in cohesive soils 
the long term deformation under load are 
important. Adams and Hayes(196 7) were the 
first to study this aspect. On the basis of 
model tests in clay deposit they observed that 
long term uplift capacity was much less than 
short term capacity. Later, in 1968 Matsuo 
also confirmed these observation through field 
tests. Radhakrishna and Adams(1973)conducted 
short duration and long duration tests on 
augered footings and observed that the long 
term uplift capacity can be predicted using 
strength parameters under drained conditions. 
Johnson and Ladanyi(1974) carried out field 
tests on screw piles embedded in permafrost 
soil to study the creep behaviour. Based on 
mathematical model of expanding cylindrical 
cavity in non-linear viscoelastic plastic 
medium solutions for creep settlement of 
deep circular anchor plates were proposed.
These studies reveal that no systematic 
attempt seem to have been made in the past 
to study the time-dependent deformations of 
anchors.

Utilizing non-linear constitutive relationship 
an analytical procedure has been developed to 
predict pressure displacement characteristics 
of horizontal shallow plate anchors subjected 
to axial vertical pullout loads (Nene 1983). 
Based on constitutive relationship established 
through suitable rheological model an analysis 
to evaluate the time-dependent displacement of 
an anchor subjected to a sustained load has 
been developed. The theoretical results have 
been compared with carefully conducted model 
tests.

TIME DEPENDENT DISPLACEMENT OF ANCHORS

When an anchor is subjected to sustained pull- 
out load vertical normal stresses in the soil 
change. The change in the vertical stress 
varies from point to point in the soil mass 
above the anchor level. Further, if the soil 
is saturated, distribution of pore pressures.

the drainage boundaries make the problem complex.

A simple approach to study the time dependent 
behaviour of soils could be through suitable 
rheological model consisting of some of the 
basic rheological elements namely Hookean 
elastic body, Newtonian viscous liquid, Saint- 
Venant plastic body and Pascals liquid. Several 
rheological models have been utilized by inve- 
tigators to study various problems. Murayama 
and Shibata(1961) proposed a model which con
sisted of a Hookean spring, connected to a 
Kelvin unit. A St. Venant unit was introduced 
in the Kelvin unit to represent threshold 
stress. Based on this model a stress-strain
time relationship was proposed. Christensen et. 
al. (1964) and Wu et.al.(1966) proposed a model 
similar to Kelvin-Maxwell model. They applied 
rate process theory. Barden(1965,1969) uti
lized Kelvin models with dash pots having non
linear viscosities to investigate the time- 
dependent deformation of normally loaded clays. 
Komamura and Huang proposed a model comprising 
of Bingham and Voigt units in series for 
visco-elastic-elastic material. Prakash et 
al. (1975), Aziz and Laba (1976), Wu et al.(1978), 
Prakash et al.(1979), Ranjan,et al. (1982) also 
proposed different models for various problems 
involving time dependent displacements.

The accuracy of prediction of time dependent 
displacements very much depends upon correct 
evaluation of rheological constants.

Model proposed by Wu et al.(1975), or that pro
posed by Prakash et al.(1979) contains only two 
constants whereas the ones proposed by other 
investigators contain four or more rheological 
constants. The rheological constants are 
influenced by several factors such as density, 
water content, stress ratio and stress history 
etc. Some of these factors may be of major 
influence whereas others may be of minor influ
ence. It is well established that for the 
soils the stress-strain curve by both drained 
or undrained tests is non-linear. It was, 
therefore, felt that the spring of a rheolo
gical model should be strain softening. It was
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also felt that same rheological model should 
be suitable for predicting both short term and 
long term strain by using proper parameters.
The strain-time curve is also non-linear and 
strain rate decreases with time. This sugges
ted for use of time hardening dash pot. In 
view of this a new rheological model is pro
posed for predicting time-dependent deforma
tions of anchors under sustained pull-out 
loads.

Proposed Rheological Model

The proposed rheological model is a nonlinear 
Kelvin njodel consisting of Hodkean elsnent of spring 
oonstantE and a dash pot with constant of vis
cosity T[ , both connected in parallel (Fig.l). 
Further, the spring is assumed to be strain 
softening such that the spring constant E is 
given by expression

water content and bulk density of the soil 
were 43% and 1.74 g/c.c. respectively. The un
confined compressive strength of the sample 
was 0.15 kg/cm2. The samples for triaxial test 
were collected through thin walled sampling 
tubes, internal diameter 3 7.5 mm. The samples 
were allowed drainage at the ends and through 
filter paper drains along the length. The 
soil specimen was consolidated under lateral 
pressures from 0-2 kg/cm 2. Subsequent to the 
consolidation of the sample, the cell pressure 
was maintained constant and the sample was 
subjected to constant deviator stress by a 
loading hanger. Axial strain of the sample 
with time was recorded upto 9 5% compression. 
Fresh samples were used for different lateral 
stresses. The strain-time data was used to 
computed the rheological constant. It was 
noted that t-»cn,®£/àt-*’0 and €-^ 6^ thus 
equation 3 can be written as

(1)

A  A  ,
where, a and b are constants. The coefficient
of viscosity is given by expression

1 -N
n  = n 0  ( t )

where, Y|p and N(N£ 1) are also constants. 
The equation for stress can be written as

no t l _N - 3E/\ /s 
a + b

d€
dt

(2)

(3)

1-N

E =

W/ j ^ T

Fig.l Proposed Rheological Model

The solution of Eqn.3 is obtained as 

4.N
- = % - -, log„ (1 +

a (T

where, f = a (T - 1

(4a)

(4b)

Equation(4) contains four rheological constants 
which can be conveniently determined from tri
axial test.

Estimation of Rheological Constants

The rheological constants are determined by 
conducting laboratory triaxial tests under 
constant deviator stress to simulate sustained 
loading condition. The soil used was a locally 
available clay classified as clay of high 
plasticity "CH" as per Unified Classified 
System. The air dried powdered soil was mixed 
with required quantity of water and filled in 
a wooden boxes by kneading compaction. The

+ /b
(̂

A. 
+ b

V (5)

A  A
Thus the constants a and b can be computed 
by plotting €f/CT vs €f. For a particular 
value of 0"3. Figure 2 is the plot obtained 
for the soil 
tants 
pressures

From Fig.2, the values of cons- 
and b are summarized for different cell

€f

Fig.2 Transformed Stress-Strain Curves

TABLE I

A  A
Values of Constants a and b

Cell per 
(kg/cm2) £

(cm2/kg) (cm2/kq)

0.0 0.400 2.75
0.5 0.140 3.00
1.0 0.110 2.80
2.0 0.065 2.85

Figure 2 and also Table I indicates that for 
the cell pressures 0-2 kg/cm2 the value of 
constant b is more or less constant yielding an 
average value of 2.847036 cm2/kg or a value of
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0.3512425 kg/cm2 for l/û. However, the cons
tant is influenced by cell pressure. A rela
tion between 1/a and O3 is plotted (Fig.3) 
which yields the relation (equation 6)

TABLE II

1
*
a

10.05 (CT̂)
0.60206

(6)

Fig.

l og I03) kg/ cm 

l/a Vs ŒV

The other constant N and rjo are obtained 
(equation 7) by simplifying equation 5 through 
4b.

F(t) =
t

NFJo (l-telT )
2 loge(1-!>■

b̂__

1-&0-

where F(t) is a function of time t. Thus if 
F(t) is plotted against t on log-log scale 
the constants N and ¥|0 can be evaluated. The 
constants are determined by method of least 
square applied to linear regression of 
log (Ft) vs log (t) plot in which N is the 
slope of the straight line and the intercept 
gave the value of log (NHq) from which q0 was 
computed. The value of N and T|0 are tabulated 
in Table II. The values of N and T|0 were 

noted to be mainly influenced by stress ratio, 
R(R = bCT ) . Plotting the variation of T|0 and 
N with R the following equations have been 
obtained

. ( - 1. 8 -  (T3)

N = 1 - R

1̂ = (1.2 + 0.25 (T3)R'

Analysis for Time Dependent Displacement

(8)

(9)

To incorporate the stress-strain-time 
relationship in the load displacement analysis 
of eqn.(7) is simplified as

€.= 6, (1 - e P (10)

The equation(10) is transcedental type. The 
value of € for a given set of values of stress,

Computations of N and

Deviator
stress
(kg/cm2)

Stress
ratio,
R(R=b(T)

N
%

Cell pressure 
0.017462

0.0 kg/an2 
0.0497 0.667883 25.945232

0.056150 0.1599 0.366062 9.954688
0.128110 0.3647 0.560689 5.506643
0.160950 0.4582 0.628892 4.279896

Cell pressure 
0.1117265

0.5 kg/cm2 
0.3181 0.584525 12.790116

0.1232175 0.3508 0.498316 14.969964
0.1648825 0.4694 0.533271 17.546532
0.242267 0.6897 0.486653 3.426814

Cell pressure 
0.1007078

1.0 kg/cm2 
0.2867 0.523874 39.291613

0.1755319 0.4997 0.497668 12.700712
0.2157571 0.6143 0.455420 8.901099
0.252636 0.7193 0.180482 3.802191

Cell pressure 
0.1609812

2.0 kg/an2 
0.4583 0.469329 29.297581

0.227023 0.6464 0.494516 9.620294
0.258359 0.7356 0.388984 5.225874
0.294809 0.8393 0.293415 2.0101843

where

and

n _ -(1 - b(T )
'I -  / V

i - bcr
Nil

1 - 'bcr

( i d

(12)

(T tijne, t and rheological constants, N, 
and b is computed by iterative process. A 
subroutine was included in the main programme. 
Details of the analytical procedure are reported 
elsewhere (Nene 1983).

COMPARISON

Model tests were conducted on horizontal plates 
of different shapes and sizes buried at diffe
rent depths. The properties of soil were as 
discussed earlier. The pull-out loads of anchors 
under short duration tests were estimated. The 
anchors were subjected to half or one-fourth 
the pull-out loads. The readings of displace
ment were continuously recorded with time till 
the displacement became practically negligible. 
The observed time-displacement curves for 
some of the tests on various shapes and embed
ment ratios of anchors are given in Figs. 4 to 
7. The predicted curves for the anchors using 
rheological constants discussed above are also 
shown. The figure indicates that for smaller 
magnitudes of pull-out load there is a good 
agreement between the theoretical and experi
mental values but at higher loads there is 
variation. However, the trend of time-dependent 
curves in most of the cases are identical.
More data on rheological constants and compari
son with other test data from field/laboratory 
is being analysed.

CONCLUSIONS

A constitutive relationship, based on a 
rheological model, is proposed to predict load- 
time-displacement behaviour of plate anchors 
subjected to sustained pull-out loads.
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Fig.4 Displacement-Time Curve for Strip 
Anchor (Depth/Width = 2)

Fig.5 Displacement-Time Curve for Strip 
Anchor (Depth/Width = 4)

Si ze : 5cm x 5cm , H=10c m
Theo .

Expf

P =4. 53 kg

.2 1 i o l oo l ooo 10 0 0 0

l og 11 mi n )

Fig.6 Displacement-Time Curve for 
Square Anchor

Fig.7 Displacement-Time Curve for 
Circular Anchor

reasonable accuracy the load-time-displacement
behaviour of plate anchors subjected to axial
pull-out loads.
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The rheological constants used in this approach 
can be evaluated by laboratory tests. However, 
factors influencing these constants need 
further investigations.
For sustained loads, upto one-fourth of the 
breakout loads, this method predicts with
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